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Abstract
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a demyelinating and debilitating disease characterised by a range of symptoms such as motor
dysfunction and muscle weakness. A significant MS symptom is heat sensitivity so that exposure to heat will increase body
temperature and consequently the appearance of neurological signs. Although some people with MS can undertake exercise,
it is thought to be limited by the sensitivity to heat and the subsequent rise in body temperature which occurs. It has been
found that central fatigue is a determining factor in muscle activation and performance in normal healthy subjects. However,
it is unknown whether thermal strain also induces central fatigue in MS even though muscular fatigue in MS is due mainly to
central rather than peripheral factors. This review focuses on the similarities in the manifestation of central fatigue in both
MS and healthy subjects with reference to thermal strain and heat reactions.
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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a neurodegenerative dis-

ease which affects about 2.5 million people world-

wide and is more prevalent in women than in men by

�2:1 (http://www.msaustralia.org.au/msinformation/

faqs.htm#2). The disease is characterised by axonal

loss and demyelination and as a consequence is

debilitating so that a range of symptoms including

motor dysfunction and muscle weakness are typically

experienced [1, 2]. These symptoms can also include

depression, spastic paresis, poor balance, ventilatory

muscle weakness and elimination dysfunction [3].

However, a particular symptom which seems to be

a predominant outcome of the disease is excessive

fatigue [4, 5]. Excessive fatigue is a significant

problem as it reduces the time that people with MS

can spend on activities of daily living and conse-

quently the opportunities, enjoyment and health

benefits which can be derived from long term

employment and recreational pursuits.

A further outcome of symptomatic fatigue in MS is

the potential development of secondary conditions

such as cardiovascular disease and obesity [6, 7]. The

positive effects of exercise as an intervention in these

secondary diseases in a range of populations is well

documented and indeed arguably overwhelming [8].

The effect of exercise as a therapy has not been

systematically studied in patients with MS compared

to healthy people or to other conditions; although

a recent review on this topic highlights the benefits of

the therapeutic role of exercise in the MS treatment

plan [3]. Studies have shown positive benefits of

exercise in people with MS in addition to a reduction

in the incidence of secondary diseases and main-

tenance of better functional independence [9–11].

A positive outcome of prescribed exercise in

healthy people is increased tolerance to symptoms

of fatigue [12]. However, in MS an increased

tolerance to fatigue is much more difficult to

ascertain for several reasons. First, because the

disease is characterised by demyelination and
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subsequent slowing of axonal conduction velocity,

gait and balance is disturbed which inhibits the

ability to undertake sustained activities, making it

difficult to distinguish between the ability to com-

plete a task due to compromised sustained coordina-

tion or whether specific symptomatic fatigue itself is

the predominant cause. Second, in MS there is

muscle atrophy due to reduced physical activity and

so relative premature fatigue is expected. This is

a circular effect as changes in the physical structure

of affected axons gives rise to gait and balance

changes and muscle atrophy so it is unclear which of

these is the predominant cause in the development of

premature fatigue. Third, physical and chemical

changes in the axonal characteristics are primarily

peripheral in nature and thus cannot fully explain

findings which show overwhelmingly a definitive

central component of fatigue in this disease [13, 14].

Fourth, physical activity provides an avenue for

increased body heat which in individuals with MS

apparently reduces functionality and is known to

hasten fatigue [15]. This is an interesting and most

salient observation as increased thermal strain has

also been shown to hasten fatigue in healthy

individuals [16, 17]. Recent evidence indicates that

increased thermoregulatory strain either through

exercise or through passively induced rises in body

temperature, reduces central drive [18, 19].

However, this mechanism of heat-strain induced

fatigue has not been explored as a possible cause of

premature fatigue in MS.

Therefore, the purpose of this review is to draw

together the findings which describe fatigue in both

MS and healthy individuals and explore the basis on

which heat sensitivity in MS might contribute to

premature fatigue either through passively induced

rises in body temperature or through exercise.

A further purpose is to review the common methods

used to measure and evaluate peripheral and central

fatigue and establish an experimental paradigm

which could be used to determine the relationship

between heat sensitivity and the development of

premature fatigue in MS.

Heat reactions (HR) in multiple sclerosis

Heat sensitivity or heat reactions (HR) in MS can be

traced back to the reports of Uhthoff (1890)

describing changes in visual acuity during heating.

The interesting observation which seems to have

escaped scrutiny is that Uhtoff found changes in

visual acuity, colour perception, and other neurolo-

gical signs specifically following exercise and thus

concluded that an exercise-induced increase in body

temperature was the primary cause for these neuro-

logical signs. However, a review of the literature

pertaining to HR has highlighted the inconsistencies

and citation errors dealing with Uhtoff’s original

work suggesting that almost any form of heat

exposure induces neurological signs in people with

MS [20]. Nevertheless, the neurological signs

commonly referred to as ‘Uhtoff’s symptom’ provide

a fundamental neurological link between HR and

fatigue. Initial theories included vasoconstriction

[21], humoral substance release [22], and neuro-

electric blocking [23]. More current thinking

describes heat reaction blockade of the action

potentials in demyelinated neurons termed, fre-

quency-dependent conduction block (FDCB) [20].

Presumably, demyelination is thought to cause

slowing of nerve conduction velocity and lead to

conduction block so that the affected axons can only

transmit single or low frequency impulses but not

high frequency trains [24]. This observation is

particularly important in studies that have shown

a slowing or blocking of nerve impulses in demye-

linated fibres with increasing temperature [25].

Accordingly, it is thought that when demyelination

is present only a small increase in temperature is able

to completely block action potentials [20].

The sensitivity to heat in MS is exacerbated by

elevated environmental heat, humidity and exercise

[15]. Premature fatigue has been shown in healthy

persons exercising in the heat, but with no long

lasting detrimental effects. It is thought that, in

healthy individuals exercising in the heat to exhaus-

tion, a critical limiting core temperature (Tc) of

�39.5�C develops at which point exercise is termi-

nated [17, 26]. Originally it was thought that during

exercise heat stress, physiological responses such as

cardiovascular and thermoregulatory control

approach their limit, motivation to continue exercise

is reduced and exercise terminates [16]. The

mechanism responsible for limiting motivation is

not well understood but it could be linked to

a centrally mediated reduction in motor drive [18].

Interestingly a critical limiting Tc of �39.5�C in

people with MS has not been reported even though

heat sensitivity reduces exercise tolerance time in this

condition [27]. In addition, it is unknown whether

the severity of MS contributes to the heat sensitivity

as appearance of neurological signs with heating is

inconsistent among those with MS [28].

Heat reactions and exercise

Although FDCB has physiological significance, it is

still unknown whether heating, either passively or by

exercise causes nerve and brain temperatures to rise.

This is a key consideration as fatigue in the heat is

thought to be due to a mechanism protecting the

brain from high temperature. This may not be the
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case in MS as rises in body temperature of as little as

0.05–1.0�C can induce neurological signs where core

temperature only ever reaches �38�C (rectal tem-

perature) during exercise [27] and well below the

temperature thought to induce premature fatigue in

healthy persons [17].

Figure 1 shows data redrawn from the studies of

White et al. [27] where MS subjects were either

cooled before exercise (precooled) or not pre-

cooled, and the study by Easton et al. [29]

examining thermoregulatory responses in well

trained subjects. In each study rectal temperature

was monitored and subjects cycled at a work rate

equivalent to �60% of maximal oxygen uptake

(VO2Max). Figure 1 (panel A) shows a uniform

change in rectal temperature in MS from beginning

to end of exercise regardless of initial temperature;

whereas, in healthy subjects the increase seems

steeper from start to finish. Figure 1 (panel B)

confirms that the rate of rise in rectal temperature

is indeed lower in MS than in control over about

the same exercise duration (38–40 min). These

data suggest that in MS, the rise in body

temperature is much more constant than in healthy

individuals. However, a definitive study examining

this relationship has not been reported.

Thermal strain and autonomic dysfunction

There could be several reasons for the paradoxical

difference in exercise rectal temperature response

between MS and healthy subjects described in

the previous section and as shown in Figure 1.

A normal consequence in MS is autonomic

dysfunction. Surprisingly, research into the sweat-

ing response in MS is scant, with only few studies

reporting altered autonomic function [30–34].

Davis et al. [34] examined the sweating character-

istics of MS versus healthy controls before and

after a 15-week aerobic training programme. These

authors reasoned that since aerobic training

induces adaptive sweating responses, a greater

production of sweat may be available for cooling

following a training programme. However, this

study confirmed that sweat rate and sweat gland

output of the MS group was significantly less than

controls and that autonomic response following

a 15-week period of aerobic training was not

significantly altered. If a reduced sweating response

is a common observation in MS, then in the

precooling study by White et al. [27] where only

a modest increase in Tc was observed (�1.0�C)

during exercise in both precooled and control

subjects, a suppressed sweat response should have

resulted in a higher rate of increase in Tc; but this

was not the case. White et al. [27] did not report

skin temperature during exercise but as previously

shown [35], maintaining a cooler shell (skin)

reduces thermal strain and provides a larger

gradient for heat transfer so that a more modest

sweat rate would be sufficient to provide MS

subjects with the evaporation needed to maintain

a lower temperature. Differences in thermal strain

between exercising MS subjects and controls might

be explained by differences in aerobic capacity

where tolerance to a higher Tc has been shown in

trained subjects [36]. A further autonomic problem

in MS is the possibility of an upward shift in

the thermoregulatory set point so that the threshold

for invoking effector mechanisms such as sweating

would be delayed, thereby attenuating the sweating

response, although this seems to be equivocal

[32, 33]. It has also been suggested that about

80% of MS patients have paradoxical heat sensa-

tion when cooling the skin [37]. It is unknown how

this particular ‘side effect’ of MS might contribute

to the heat tolerance or ‘interpretation’ of heat

sensation during exercise. In addition, lesions

within the central nervous system (CNS) could

develop in areas which affect thermoregulatory

control such as the hypothalamus. However, the

relationship between lesion load and fatigue in MS

is not well understood as studies in this area have

shown equivocal results [38, 39].
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Figure 1. Rectal temperature data redrawn from White
et al. (2000) in MS patients either precooled (MS C) or not
precooled (MS NC) vs. well trained subjects (Con) from
the study of Easton et al. (2007) exercising at �60%
maximum oxygen uptake. Panel A is the absolute change
in rectal temperature from start to end of exercise. Panel B
is the rate of increase in rectal temperature.
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Anticipatory regulation and perceived effort

It has been argued that the rate of rise in Tc is an integral

part of the ability to anticipate cellular catastrophe

during exercise in healthy persons [40, 41]. Given that

the CNS is susceptible to demyelination in MS, it is

unknown how this might affect the perceived effort

during physical work and thus inhibit the ability to

anticipate impending cellular damage. This seems

a plausible line of enquiry as subjective feelings of

fatigue are potentiated in MS [42].

The development of premature fatigue is an

accepted consequence of heat stress in healthy

adults [26]. However, it has only been within the

last decade that a potential mechanism for this

premature fatigue has been identified. A series of

studies have shown that CNS fatigue is a major

component of premature fatigue during hyperther-

mia. In these studies, a distinct reduction in CNS

activation was evident when Tc reached 39.5�C in

both exercise and passive hyperthermia [18, 19, 43].

Our own studies have shown that the CNS is

selective in down-regulating motor drive to skeletal

muscle involved or used during exercise leading to

hyperthermia, although motor drive is maintained to

the non-involved muscle group [44, 45]. We have

speculated that this result might reflect the CNS’s

ability to discriminate and protect the peripheral

structures from ultimate cellular catastrophe as

further activation of the involved muscle could only

lead to increased metabolic demands and endogen-

ous heat production. However, this mechanism in

MS may not be operational due to specific pathology,

but if it were it could be much more dangerous to the

organism as a higher rate of increase in core

temperature in heat sensitive individuals could

induce neurological signs prematurely and possibly

lead to irreversible cellular damage.

In summary, it is unknown whether heat strain

induces fatigue in MS by similar postulated mechan-

isms as shown in healthy subjects. Studies which can

clarify this could also add significantly to the under-

standing of thermoregulatory control and fatigue

across populations.

Muscular fatigue in multiple sclerosis

The most popular definition of fatigue in the healthy

intact human is a reduction in sustained muscle force

output which can occur as a consequence of changes

anywhere along the neuromuscular pathway as

depicted in Figure 2.

The cause of the reduced force output is not

definitive and is normally classified as either central

or peripheral in origin and can be present in varying

degrees depending on the physical activity (long

duration versus short high intensity). Peripheral

fatigue is characterised by changes in the peripheral

sites in the motor system whereby conduction in the

motor axons and their terminals, neuromuscular

transmission, conduction of impulses in the muscle

fibres as well as disruption to the excitation-contrac-

tion coupling and contractile process is evident [46].

Central fatigue on the other hand is thought to be

due to emotional and psychological factors affecting

 

 

CNS (Brain + spinal cord) 

Neuromuscular junction (including motor endplate, 

neurotransmitter substance release) 

Muscle membrane (sarcolemma) 

Muscle (excitation, contraction coupling of cross 

bridges), Energy supply and turnover, muscle fibres 

Muscle contraction leading to 

force output 

Central 

Peripheral 

˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚

Figure 2. The neuromuscular pathway leading to muscular contraction from the central nervous system (CNS).
Neuromuscular fatigue can occur at any point along this pathway and be manifest as a reduction in force output. Note the
structures and sites normally thought to be involved in central versus peripheral fatigue as indicated on the left of the figure.
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perceived effort in addition to the quantifiable

changes in the various descending pathways from

the motor cortex to the neuromuscular junction [46].

It has been known for some time that central

motor deficits in MS are accompanied by decreased

maximal motor unit firing rates [47] and reduced

motor unit recruitment [48]. Changes in the

electromyography (EMG) recording can be used to

infer changes in neuromuscular recruitment. Using

the EMG/Force relationship differences in motor

pattern have been shown in MS compared with

controls [49]. Essentially the findings from these

studies indicate that in MS there is an excessive

EMG or central motor drive during sub-maximal

muscle contractions with the increased central drive

correlated to the disease severity.

When central activation, symptomatic fatigue and

fat-free cross-sectional area (CSA) and peripheral

muscle function were measured in the dorsi flexor of

MS and healthy subjects it was confirmed that the

augmented weakness in MS was not related to

reductions in CSA or peripheral muscle function

[14]. However, in healthy subjects the maximum

voluntary contraction was not a function of how

much muscle was available, but rather how much

muscle could be recruited.

In a more direct study of central and peripheral

fatigue in MS [50], where force, percentage central

activation and compound muscle action potential

(M-Wave) were measured, no differences across

these measurements at baseline were noted.

However, following fatiguing exercise force had

decreased �55% in MS but was not significant

in controls. Interestingly, the M-Wave remained

unchanged for both groups indicating that reduction

in force following fatiguing exercise in MS was

a function of reduced central drive and not due to

peripheral changes. These findings were subse-

quently confirmed [51] by measuring the recovery

of phosphocreatine (PCr) following sustained max-

imal handgrip exercise in addition to motor-evoked

potentials through transcranial stimulation. The

fatiguing exercise resulted in prolonged central

motor conduction time in MS but not in control

subjects; however, all subjects demonstrated

depressed M-Wave amplitude, even after PCr

recovery. These findings confirm that fatigue in MS

subjects was centrally mediated.

Fatigue and thermal strain in multiple sclerosis

In the case of MS, increasing body temperature

either passively or actively through exercise or heat

exposure increases the heat reactions and leads to

symptomatic premature fatigue. This was recently

highlighted by Baker [15] who notes that even

swimming in a heated pool induces ‘exhaustion’ in

individuals with MS. However, when MS patients

were precooled, it was found that physical perfor-

mance was significantly improved [27]. In this

particular study, the MS subjects exercised at 60%

VO2Max for 30 min with either lower body precooling

or no cooling. Following exercise in the precooled

condition, fatigue scores and the 25-ft walk perfor-

mance test were improved along with attenuated

increases in Tc. Clearly, reducing the ‘heat cost’ of

exercise in MS can improve the likelihood of

maintaining an exercise programme. It is worth

noting that exercise performance has been found to

be significantly improved with the use of precooling

in healthy and well trained subjects [52–54]. But it is

unclear whether similar mechanisms are in operation

for the improvement in exercise duration in MS

when precooled. Nevertheless, the conclusion

that can be drawn is that reducing thermal strain in

both MS and in healthy individuals attenuates

the expected reduction in physical performance.

A salient point in this regard is the observation that

a reduced temperature or cooling results in restora-

tion and alleviation of neurological signs in

MS giving credence to the possibility that precooling

in MS could allow for an increase in exercise

duration with reduced complications in this disease

and staving off the development of premature

fatigue [15].

In healthy subjects sustained isometric MVCs are

significantly reduced following exercise-induced

hyperthermia whilst studies in our laboratory indi-

cate that the CNS can discriminate which muscle

groups have a reduced central drive in hyperthermia

regardless of contraction type – isometric, eccentric

or concentric [18, 44, 45]. Interestingly, Morrison

et al. [19] have further developed this hypothesis by

showing that central activation is attenuated with

gradual heating so that passively induced hyperther-

mia to the level of �39.5�C is not necessarily needed

to invoke a reduction in motor drive. Surprisingly,

this paradigm has not been studied in MS and thus it

is still not clear whether gradual heating reduces

central activation or whether attenuated central

activation in MS is independent of heat reactions.

Conclusion

Whether the mechanism for premature fatigue in

healthy individuals and in MS is similar in heat stress

needs further research and experimentation.

However, it seems that in MS fatigue is more likely

a central rather than a peripheral phenomenon. It is

unclear whether CNS activation is reduced in
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a similar way in both healthy persons and in MS

during heating, although if this was the case then

reduced CNS drive in MS would be invoked at lower

core temperatures. However, because precooling is

known to alleviate heat reactions in MS and provide

for increased exercise time without a potentiated

perceived effort, it is possible that one function of

precooling might be to maintain CNS activation. At

present, there are no studies which have compared

CNS activation between healthy and MS subjects

during thermal strain or in the case of MS during

heat reactions. Studies examining these responses

could clarify the nature of the reduction in CNS

activation in both MS and healthy people.
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